
We are but a drop in the ocean of Almighty and somehow we should 

try to become a river from the drop: Pujya Sri Ramchandraji 

Maharaj. 
 

 

The above profound sentence from Rev. Master Message “LOVE HIM WHO 

LOVES ALL” from the eve of His 81st Birthday celebrations at Delhi on 30-04-

80. 

I thank ISRC to give an opportunity for me to ponder over this message for a 

month. I could touch only at the surface of the deep subject in this paper. I am 

making my humble effort in understanding and interpreting in a spirit of 

dedication to Him and also BodhayanthiParasparam.   

I would like to begin with a quote from Pujya Sir K. C. Narayana 

“when a clay pot breaks, the space within and without seamlessly merge” 1. We 

have put ourselves in this hard structure of clay around us. We keep on 

strengthening it with our ego and individuality.  We think are, what is inside the 

pot. We think we are not part of the remainder of the space.  But the pot cannot 

exist in a vacuum. 

From an experiential level, when I first time felt during one of my sitting that I 

am not me (the body and mind form) this was very liberating. In general, term 

when we lose everything, we have it can be very scary. Loosing that what is not 

real and getting in touch with the vast reality that we are all part of is an 

experience beyond word. Thanks to Pranahuti and Master Support a drop like me 

have got a glimpse of the ocean at least momentarily. 

Master says we need to lose our identity like a drop he is talking about us coming 

out of our pity self and look beyond. In the paper, we are and we are Not 

Dr.Madava has put this beautifully, “Master’s exhortation for all of us is to own 

up the condition and gradually move into the condition where the cry of the ego 

is inaudible.” 2 

Master ask is not just we the realizing that we are a drop in the ocean, and merge 

our self with hi.  He is asking us to bring in a river to merge with the ocean. I 

understand he not just asking us to just think about ourselves and our spiritual 

growth.  His call is beyond self-realization. He has asked us to try to become 

a river from a drop. He has shown us the path in a few other sentences in this 

message with profound depth. 

1.    God is the flower of His own tree, we enjoy God and not the tree to that extent. 

While the goal of life can be being one with him. But he is this whole universe 
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(physical and beyond) in its total. If we like him and what to be one with Him, 

how can we not like anything that is His? The flower which we are seeking is in 

the same plant that has the thorns that give us pain at times. This makes us think 

about commandment 7 “Be not revengeful for the wrongs done by others” and 

thank that thorns are that are growing in the tree and flower will come. 

2.    I have developed a liking for service to others: He is asking us to be of service 

to others with our not only our action but more so with thoughts. Here there is a 

profound value of 9 pm prayer. As we are applying thoughts for the spiritual 

elevation of all our brother and sister. If our prayer is earnest and heart is pure we 

will start collecting the drop together and start creating streams of water that will 

merge with the ocean of Almighty 

3.    When we feel ourselves to be doer, difficulty comes in the way. Master has 

asked to keep away from doer ship. The doer ship comes in naturally if we are 

doing something worthwhile and someone praises us. What we need to is have 

the trusteeship attitude towards our role and do every task with a sense 

of ‘Nishkama karma’(desire less actions) as said by Lord Sri Krishna. 

  

कर्मण्येवाधिकारस्ते र्ा फलेष ुकदाचन। र्ा कर्मफलहेतुर्भमर्ाम ते सङ्गोऽस््वकर्मधि॥ २-४७ 

Karmanyevadhikaraste Ma PhaleshuKadachana । Ma 

KarmaphalaheturbhurmaTeSangostvakarmani ।। 

Your right is to perform your work, but never to the results. Never be motivated 

by the results of your actions, nor should you be attached to not performing your 

prescribed duties?  

I think are two stages to “niskam karma”.  It’s hard to do in a situation of worldly 

activity but much harder if work is selfless. When we are been made part of this 

divine undertaking of converting the drops to the river and ultimately merge into 

the ocean any feeling of doer ship can be devastating. We need to extra cognizant. 

I would like to end with the Master's ask from all of us, “ What we have to do is 

only to have a strong grip always on Divinity. I never felt disappointed and 

worked single-handed and the result is before us all. I have full confidence in 

myself, with the Master's hand at my back; and it has always worked. The same 

thing I want from all of you.” 

Thank you.  

Pranam.  

Mukesh 



 

 

 

 

 


